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Certain versions of Pulsar from Apache contain the following
vulnerability:

Improper Input Validation vulnerability in Proxy component of Apache
Pulsar allows an attacker to make TCP/IP connection attempts that
originate from the Pulsar Proxy's IP address. When the Apache Pulsar
Proxy component is used, it is possible to attempt to open TCP/IP
connections to any IP address and port that the Pulsar Proxy can

connect to. An attacker could use this as a way for DoS attacks that originate from the Pulsar
Proxy's IP address. It hasn’t been detected that the Pulsar Proxy authentication can be
bypassed. The attacker will have to have a valid token to a properly secured Pulsar Proxy.
This issue affects Apache Pulsar Proxy versions 2.7.0 to 2.7.4; 2.8.0 to 2.8.2; 2.9.0 to 2.9.1;
2.6.4 and earlier.

Vulnerability Patch/Work Around

CVSS3 Score: 6.5 - MEDIUM

Attack Attack Privileges User

CVE-2022-24280 has been assigned by  security@apache.org to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM  severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.7.4

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.8.2

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.9.1

Affected Vendor/Software:  Apache Software Foundation - Apache Pulsar version <= 2.6.4

To address the issue, upgraded versions of Apache Pulsar Proxy will only allow connections to known broker ports 6650 and 6651 by
default. In addition, it is necessary to limit proxied broker connections further to known broker addresses by specifying
brokerProxyAllowedHostNames and brokerProxyAllowedIPAddresses Pulsar Proxy settings. In Pulsar Helm chart deployments, the
setting names should be prefixed with "PULSAR_PREFIX_". 2.7 users should upgrade Pulsar Proxies to 2.7.5 and apply configuration
changes. 2.8 users should upgrade Pulsar Proxies to at least 2.8.3 and apply configuration changes. 2.9 users should upgrade Pulsar
Proxies to at least 2.9.2 and apply configuration changes. 2.10 users should apply configuration changes. Any users running the Pulsar
Proxy 2.6.4 and earlier should upgrade to one of the above patched versions and apply configuration changes.
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NETWORK LOW LOW NONE

Scope Confidentiality
Impact

Integrity
Impact

Availability
Impact

UNCHANGED NONE NONE HIGH

CVE References

Description Tags Link

No Description Provided lists.apache.org

text/html

 MISC lists.apache.org/thread/ghs9jtjfbpy4c6xcftyvkl6swznlom1v

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Exploit/POC from Github

This repository contains a collection of data files on known Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVEs). Each file i…

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Apache Pulsar All All All All

Application Apache Pulsar All All All All

Discovery Credit

This issue was discovered by Lari Hotari of DataStax.
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